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The infants have been hard at work manipulating and investigating their environment this month. Their 
kitchen exploration took a turn when we added eggs for a little variety in their play. This turned their 
play to focus more on how the eggs would move when they dropped on the ground. We then took 
this turn and supported it further with colourful eggs that could open and rolled around on the ground 
in interesting ways. We then were talking about chickens, how they lay & sit on eggs, and that is the 
chicken’s baby. Babies and caring for babies was another interest that we observed in the room. As this 
was close to Easter, we chose to lean into some animal explorations. We were excited to see where the 
children would go with this.  

 We took this opportunity to talk with the children about some animals that lay eggs. We read 
books about birds and pointed at them outside our window. The children seemed to love watching 
them hop along our fence. When we went out for a walk in our stroller bus, we would listen for their 
songs, and try to find them in the bushes. We even spotted some baby squirrels and a little bunny. We 
also read a book, I Love You Grandma, that teaches how young animals learn from their parents and 
grandparents how to survive, and how to foster curiosity. This was a month full of discoveries.  

 We brought our animal’s exploration to our art table as well. We tested using different animals 
to see what kind of prints they could make with paint. The children found that the ducks made big 
ovals, the cow and the puppy made dots on the paper, and the birds made some nice lines with their 
feathers. These activities allowed the children to explore pattern making, practice their fine motor skills 
with slippery objects that might be sticking to the paper, and engage in some individual sensory play.



Some children liked stamping the animals, while others liked the feel of the paint on their fingers. Some 
stamped the footprints, and then carefully pointed to the patterns they made. 

We spent a lot of time reading and singing about animals. We looked at a pop-up book of animals in 
different habitats, and we reread our Barnyard Dance book a lot. The children seemed to like trying to 
move or dance like different animals; We were stomping our feet and wiggling our tails. We also sang 
songs, like the Itsy Bitsy Spider, Old MacDonald's Farm, and we tried imitating some of the noises that 
animals make. The children seemed to find it amusing when we made funny animal noises!  

 We have been so proud of our children this month, and the connections they made between 
noises, and animals, and pattern making. They have surprised us in some of their unique play 
opportunities they’ve found. We are taking notice of their ongoing interest in sensory activities, and are 
transitioning to that for the next month. They’ve been intrigued by listening to birdsong both outside 
and inside, and they’re also still showing deep engagement in our squishy sensory activities. We cant 
wait to see what the Infants explore next.  



Toddlers

Toddler 1  

April was filled with lots of excitement. We celebrated Easter and we even had a fun Easter 
photoshoot!  
This month our toddler room focused on Nature- and things that grow. We all had the chance to plant 
some vegetable seeds and now we are waiting to see how tall they will be!  
As May approaches we are going to be switching our focus to an all about me project, where we will 
be learning a little bit more about one another. 
May is also a special month where we will be celebrating mother’s day, so we will be showing our 
mothers just how special they are to us!



Senior Toddler 
We had a very fun and exciting April as we 
welcome Miss. Jen to our classroom who 
joined during the first weeks of April. This 
month, we started a transportation project. 
This topic emerged based on the children’s 
interests.  
During our play-based learning, the children 
noticed police cars and other types of 
vehicles. The educators brought out toy 
firetrucks, police cars, and other vehicles for 
the children to explore.  

Ramps were brought into the classroom for 
the children to expand their play. While 
exploring the ramps, the children were able 
to use their communication skills to say “My 
turn!” with the intent of informing their 
friends that they would like to try. The 
children used their observation skills before 
realizing that they can put the cars on top of 
the ramp and give it a small for the car to roll down faster on its own. 

We made many crafts during this project. The educators provided paper plates and different colors+ 
for the children to design and decorate their own cars.  
For outdoor learning, the children were provided cars for them to ride on. They used their gross motor 
skills to move around the playground with an occasional car race! The children learned about waiting 
their turn when they wanted a car that another friend was using. The children learned that they could 
do an activity while they're waiting for their turn. They ensured to use their communication skills with 
the help of an educator, to ask if they can use it when the other child is finished. This was a great way 
to further enhance the children’s communication and problem-solving skills! 

To add to the children’s interest and learning about transportation, the educator engaged the children 
in circle time with the alphabet and vehicles corresponding with the pictures with the addition of 
phonic songs. The children instantly showed great interest during our circle time activity. The children 
expressed their knowledge by making the sounds of the corresponding vehicles. They were 
encouraged to letters find the letter in the secret box that matched the beginning of the vehicle’s 
name. They were excited to join in with the other children and their learning. These activities assist the 
children with gaining more knowledge about vehicles as well as enhancing their literacy skills. Several 
children led their extension of this interest in letters and vehicles by drawing “letters” on the 
whiteboard and drawing “cars” on paper in the following days.  
In the coming month of May, Sr. Toddlers will be continuing their learning about vehicles. The children 
will be given more opportunities to enhance their knowledge by doing various learning activities such 
as art, craft, reading books during circle time, and exploring the project throughout the class that will 
be provided. 



Preschoolers

Preschool 2  

Spring greetings from Preschool 2! In March, our animal project unit came to a close, finishing off with 
dinosaurs! The children were fascinated by the prehistoric creatures and learned about fossils, bones, 
plants, and more! As the interest in dinos faded, we began exploring transportation and plants! We will 
continue exploring the world around us including plants sprouting, birds singing, cars going, and 
planes flying! With the weather getting warmer, please provide sun-hats, splash pants, and sunscreen 
for your little ones! Finally, for those who haven't, please provide one or more family photos for the 
family album we will be working on creating.



Preschool 3 

For April we learned about the 
changing season and spring. 
We explored the weather and 
talked about the life cycle of 
rain and talked about how the 
rain helps to grow our flowers 
and plants. Which brought us 
to the topic of growing plants; 
we did a fun science 
experiment with flowers and 
coloured water.  

We observed over the week 
the emerging colours that 
began to show in our white 
flowers! In our class we did 
lots of planting, first, we 
planted some flower seeds in 
pots with dirt, next we planted 
beans with wet paper towels 
in Ziploc bags. Now, all we 
need to do is wait for it to 
grow. The children are 
watching it every day in 
excitement to see it sprout. 
We have also talked about 
growing vegetables and doing 
a survey of the children to see 
which ones they like to eat. 
We have done lots of artwork 
surrounding plants and flowers: 
they have painted flowers, made glass apples and even created their flower bouquets. We would also 
like to welcome Ms. Jindagi into our classroom. own bouquets of flowers. We would also like to 
welcome Ms. Jindagi into our classroom. 

Preschool 4 

For April in Preschool 4, we finished off the remainder of our animal project by learning about 
butterflies and frogs. The children enjoyed learning about the life cycle of a butterfly as well as a frog. 
The children talked about how frogs eat flies with their long tongues but we, humans use fly swatters 
on flies. As educators, we thought of nothing more than to incorporate a fly swatter as art material. 
We grabbed some paint and a frog outline and swatted some paint all over the frog. The children 
loved watching the squares appear on the frog from the fly swatter.



The children also enjoyed making butterfly sun catchers for our front window. We made tie-dye 
butterflies as well. For the remainder of April and for May, the children have shown great interest in 
community helpers as there is a lot of construction work going on around Lullaboo. To start, we have 
been learning about construction workers. We have learned about the machines and tools they use. 
As well as talked about safety and built bridges and guessed how much weight the bridge could 
hold. We used pylons with the letters of our names on them to work on letter recognition, all while 
keeping in mind that construction workers use pylons to signify to the public that there could be 
construction up ahead. We will be continuing this project of community helpers for quite some time 
as there are a lot of great helpers in our community to learn about. Please feel free to bring in any 
books on police officers, firefighters, doctors, veterinarians, teachers, farmers, etc. 

As the weather is starting to get warmer, we ask that you please bring in a lighter spring jacket, a sun 
hat, sunscreen (if you haven't already) and shoes for indoor and outdoor. Thank you! 
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May 2 – Orthodox Easter 

May 4 – Jersey Day: Please wear your favourite team jersey! 

May 9 – Mother’s Day: A day to celebrate Mother’s and Mother figure’s in our lives 

May 12 – International Nurses Day: A day to celebrate Nurses in our community and  all that they do 
for us! 

May 12 – Crazy Sock Day: Wear your craziest patterned socks! 

May 13 – Eid ul Fitr: Marks the end of the month-long fast of Ramadan in the Muslim calendar and is 
celebrated with a feast that lasts up to three days 

May 20 – Jersey Day: Wear your favourite teams jersey 

May 24 – Victoria Day (Centre Closed)



Learning Fun

During the month of May, we also celebrate Bird Day! To help celebrate our flighted friends, here is a 
great activity to set outside your window and watch the birds enjoy a treat!   

To make this you will need: half an orange, peanut butter or any spread or 
sticky syrup, bird seed, string, and wooden 
dowels. 

Here’s how to make it: 

1.Scoop out the contents of half an 
orange 

2.Poke holes in the side of the orange for 
the dowels to go in 

3.Spread some peanut butter or syrup  

4.Add the bird seed to the orange  

5.Tie string to each dowel and hang it on 
your tree!

Since the warm weather is 
approaching, now is a great time to go 
on a sensory nature walk. Here you will 
find a Sensory Outdoor Scavenger 
Hunt sheet. Try and see how many you 
can hear, touch, smell and see while 
out for your walk
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It’s time for our annual SickKids Fundraiser through the month of May! We are extremely excited for this 
year’s upcoming events. As we continue to deal with the ongoing pandemic we are looking to continue 
our traditions, as well as move some things virtually. This year we will be requesting a $20 donation to 
show your support to participate in the month-long events as well as be entered into our center raffles! 
Here are some dates for you to note in your calendars, or keep updated via our social media accounts. 

We will be posting different events and activities on our social media. Don’t forget to TAG us 
@lullaboo.childcare and SickKids Hospital @Sickkidstoronto. You can use the hashtags #lullaboo 
#SickKidsVs for the pictures and stories that you post! 

May 7th – Lullaboo’s Science and bake Take home book filled with experiments and baking 
adventures. 
Have fun together as a family, post your adventures to Instagram and tag us! 
May 12th – Making Tie Dye Shirts on May 14th we will all wear our shirts together! 
May 20th – Making Key chains 
May 21st – Center Raffles 
Please join us on Instagram, we will be hosting a live event for your chance to WIN! 
May 28th – Lullaboo’s SickKids Carnival 

We are always committed to reaching our goal, and this year will be no different! We are aiming to 
reach $250, 000, I know we can all make this happen. All of our centers will be hosting activities and 
events to help support our goal. We are also continuing our curbside meals! We genuinely appreciate 
your support especially during this time, all of the proceeds from the events will be going towards The 
Sick Kids hospital. We look forward to working together with our families, and thank you in advance for 
all your help continued support and contributions. 

All donations to The Sick Kids Hospital can be made electronically, please see the direct link below. 

https://www.sickkidsdonations.com/registrant/donate.aspx?eventid=333565&langpref=en-
CA&Referrer=direct%2fnone 

If you have any ideas that you would like to share, please speak directly with Ashley who is our 
Fundraising Specialist. She can be directly reached at (905) 494-9110 or via email at 
Ashley.larson@lullaboo.ca 

Irini Mikhael, RECE, P.Eng, PMP 
Chief Operating Officer 
irini@lullaboo.ca
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Healthy &
Nutritious
✔  Easy weeknight hassle free options
✔ Time Saving – Heat & eat
✔ Porch drops to your family & friends   
✔ Perfect for Virtual Celebrations

We are continuing to offer our curbside menu!

By purchasing a meal you will be supporting SickKids 
Foundation, 100% of the proceeds will be donated.

www.lullaboo.ca

ORDER
NOW

www.lullaboo.ca/perks

More options available please visit:
https://lullaboo.square.site/shop/catering/3                                                                      

https://lullaboo.square.site/shop/catering/3
https://lullaboo.square.site/shop/catering/3

